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Direct measurements of interadsorbate vibrational energy flow among Si-H stretching modes on
hydrogen-terminated, stepped vicinal H/Si( 111) surfaces are made. A two-color picosecond
infrared method is used in which one vibrational mode is pumped by a resonant infrared pulse
and other vibrational modes are probed by vibrationally resonant sum frequency generation to
observe energy transfer. The surfaces are prepared by chemical etching in HF solutions and have
monohydride-terminated
( 111) - ( 1 X 1) terraces, and average terrace widths of approximately
five atoms. Two types of surfaces, differing in having either monohydridtor
dihydride-terminated
steps, are examined. The results on both surfaces confirm that
interadsorbate energy transfer competes efficiently with energy relaxation to the substrate. On
the dihydride-stepped surface, the energy flow is analyzed to give a relatively complete kinetic
model of the energy equilibration pathways. The model confirms that the fast relaxing
dihydride-terminated steps (60-120 ps lifetime) drain a large fraction ( -2/3)
of the terrace
Si-H mode energy (the terrace mode intrinsic lifetime is fit to be - 1.4 ns). The model is
consistent with terrace-step energy transfer by dipole-dipole coupling between Si-H oscillators.
On the monohydride-stepped surface, the experimental results suggest even stronger terracestep coupling, but the monohydride step lifetime is long ( > 500 ps) and does not drain the
terrace mode energy. The coupling of the monohydride steps to the terraces by dipole
interactions is in fact calculated to be strong enough so that the step and terrace modes mix, and
detailed kinetic analysis of the monohydride-stepped surface is therefore ambiguous because of
strong spectral interactions of the modes.

I. INTRODUCTION
Measurements of surface vibrational energy flow quantify fundamental molecule-surface interactions that control vibrational energy equilibration in surface chemical
processes. When the molecule-surface interactions are
strong, and when intramolecular relaxation itself is fast, as
have been found for adsorbates at metal surfaces,1-3 then
interadsorbate interactions can be neglected. However, for
weaker molecule-surface interactions, as for simple adsorbates on insulator4 or semiconductor’ surfaces, interadsorbate energy flow can become important in vibrational
equilibration. We present here direct measurements of interadsorbate vibrational energy flow on a semiconductor
surface. Equilibration pathways for Si-H stretching modes
on hydrogen-terminated, stepped vicinal Si ( 111) surfaces
are mapped using a two-color infrared method in which
one vibrational mode is pumped and other vibrational
modes are probed to directly observe energy transfer. The
results show that because of the intrinsically long ( - 1 ns)
lifetime of the Si-H stretching mode on flat ( 111) terraces, ’ interadsorbate terrace-to-step vibrational energy
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transfer can dominate the relaxation of terrace oscillators.
In addition, complex intrastep vibrational energy transfer
processes are resolved.
Well-ordered, stepped hydrogen-terminated
surfaces
are obtained by chemical preparation of samples cut vicinal
to the ( 111) plane.6.7 These samples show one Si-H
stretching mode at the same frequency as on the flat ( 111)
surface, assigned to the vibration of Si-H oscillators on
( 111) terraces.6 Other well-separated modes are assigned
to Si-H vibrations at the steps.6 Either monohydride- or
dihydride-terminated steps are prepared by cutting vicinal
to the ( 111) plane along different surface azimuths. The
geometries of the steps in the two cases, formulated on the
basis of both detailed IR absorption measurements and
ab inifio quantum chemical calculations,“8 are shown in
Fig. 1.
The present results extend previous one-color experiments’ which suggested, but could not clearly show, that
terrace-step energy transfer takes place on these surfaces.
The results demonstrate unambiguously that the terrace
and step Si-H vibrational modes on these surfaces are
strongly coupled, and that the strength of the coupling is
consistent with estimates of dipole-dipole interactions
among the Si-H oscillators. The extent to which the coupling can be resolved into a kinetic map for energy flow
differs between the surfaces with dihydride-terminated
steps and the surfaces with monohydride-terminated steps.
On surfaces with dihydride-terminated steps, the short lifetime step-localized modes are confirmed to act as energy
drains for the longer lifetime terrace-localized Si-H modes.
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model is derived in the Appendix (Sec. VI).
II. EXPERIMENT
A vibrational mode is excited by a resonant infrared
(IR) pump pulse. The maximum excitation achieved by
the pump pulse is lo%-20%, which is low enough so that
the total excitation is approximately linear with the incident IR intensity. Vibrationally resonant sum frequency
generation (SFG) monitors the pathways of the energy
relaxation.‘r3 The SFG signal probes the time evolution of
the excitation in the pumped mode or in a different adsorbate mode. Nonresonant SFG signal is negligible for the
H/Si( 111) system.5*g*10The resonant SFG signal, generated by overlapping a visible probe pulse with an IR probe
pulse that is resonant on a transition of interest, is proportional to (no- nl ) 2, where nl and no are the fractional
populations of the excited and ground states of the probed
transition. The fractional population of the excited state at
delay rd from the pump in a transient experiment is
therefore’
nl(Td)=

FIG. 1. Surface and adsorbate geometries of the chemically prepared
hydrogen-terminated vicinal Sic11 1) surfaces (a) miscut in the (772)
direction creates dihydride steps [H( 1 ), H(2), and H(3) la&l the Si-H
bonds involved in the three step modes]; (b) miscut in the ( 112) direction
creates monohydride steps with two different monohydride Si-H bonds in
each step repeat unit. For both surfaces, the 9” miscut used in this study
gives terraces with an average of four to five rows of Si-monohydride
oscillators.

On this surface, energy transfer between step and terrace
modes, as well as among the step modes themselves, can be
resolved into a kinetic map for energy flow. The kinetic
map suggests that particular step normal modes account
for most of the coupling to the substrate. On surfaces with
monohydride-terminated
steps, the “step” and “terrace”
vibrational modes are more strongly coupled and are therefore delocalized to some extent. The strong coupling results in large spectral saturation of all modes when one
mode is pumped. The strong coupling and delocalization
make it more difficult to disentangle strong spectral interactions from kinetic effects, but a rough kinetic model for
this surface is also presented, assuming that the step and
terrace modes equilibrate very rapidly and decay together.
Section II presents the experimental method. Section
III presents the measured sum frequency generation
(SFG) and excitation spectra and the pump and probe
transient results for both the dihydride- and monhydridestepped surfaces. In the discussion in Sec. IV, the transients of both surfaces are analyzed and described by a
linear kinetic model. The extent to which the adsorbate
modes are spatially separated and the effects of modemode screening are also discussed. Section V summarizes
the conclusions. The formula used to determine the kinetic

[ 1 -r1’2(rd)]
2

’

(1)

where r=S( rd)/seq) s( rd) is the SFG probe signal at a
particular probe delay, and .Segis the SFG signal in the
equilibrium (no excitation) system. The equation assumes
that no significant excitation of higher states is created by
the pump. This is valid for the Si-H stretching mode,
whose excited state transition is shifted 80 cm- ’ from the
fundamental, lo well outside the pump bandwidth of <5
cm- ’ full width at half-maximum (FWHM) . To simplify
notation when discussing the excited state population of
several modes, we also define the excitation of mode i as
qi-n, (mode i).
Figure 2 shows the experimental arrangement. The
mode-locked Nd:YAG laser produces 70 ps pulses at 532
nm wavelength with a repetition rate of 76 MHz. These
synchronously pump two dye lasers operating with sulforhodamine B dye, providing two independently tunable
frequencies -600 nm. Dye laser I is operated with a birefringent filter and an etalon to narrow its spectral width to
about 2 cm-‘. This laser cannot be scanned and is used as
a fixed frequency source in all experiments. Dye laser II is
usually operated with only a three-plate birefringent tuning
element, giving a spectral bandwidth of 4.5 cm-’ FWHM,
and can be wavelength scanned under computer control. In
some experiments, dye laser II is also used at fixed frequency with an etalon, so that both pump and probe have
2 cm-’ resolution.
Approximately 5% of the energy of the 1.06 pm IR
pulses from the Nd:YAG laser is used to seed a 40 Hz
regenerative amplifier. The regenerative amplifier provides
a frequency-doubled output of 50 mJ per pulse at 532 nm
which amplifies the two red beams in two three-stage
rhodamine 640 dye amplifiers. About 5% of one of the
amplified red beams is split off for use as the visible probe
pulse. The visible beam is spatially filtered, then focused to
a spot with - 1.5 mm diameter on the surface.
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FIG. 2. A scheme of the optical system for the two color pump and probe
experiment. KTP = KTP frequency doubling crystal.

The two amplified red beams are shifted into the IR
region near 5 pm wavelength by stimulated electronic Raman scattering in an atomic cesium vapor within the heat
pipe.” After filtering out remaining visible light and spurious IR frequencies, the two IR beams are focused to the
surface on a spot with less than 400 pm diameter. The
energy densities are 7 mJ cme2 for the IR pump pulse, 3
mJ cme2 for the IR probe pulse, and 3 mJ cmw2 for the
visible probe pulse. The pump and probe IR beams are
overlapped within the larger visible spot before each experiment by maximizing the pump-induced excitation in an
easily observable mode. The SFG signal is normalized for
each pulse to the energy of the incident IR probe to account for IR energy fluctuations. Fluctuations in the visible
probe beam are a negligible source of noise in the experiments and are neglected.
Dye laser II is scanned to obtain SFG spectra and is
used as the tunable excitation source in excitation spectra.
It determines the spectral resolution in all scanned experiments. Although the scanning resolution is broader than
the 1 cm-’ adsorbate vibrational linewidth, it is narrower
than the mode separation on the dihydride-stepped surface.
spectra of the
However, for scanned excitation
monohydride-stepped surface, the pump bandwidth is
nearly as broad as the mode separation. Fixed frequency
transient measurements on this surface are carried out us-

ing etalons in both lasers, so that both pump and probe
resolve single modes.
The etalon in dye laser I gives a pulse length of 30 ps,
an improvement in time resolution compared to the earlier
investigation.’ While dye laser II could potentially operate
with a 10 ps pulse, it is instead operated with a 30 ps pulse
by misadjusting its cavity length, since the longer pulse
substantially improves infrared generation efficiency in the
cesium atomic vapor.
Hydrogen-terminated vicinal Si( 111) samples with either dihydride-terminated steps (cut 9” off the ( 111) plane
along the (ii2)
azimuth) or monohydride-terminated
steps (cut 9” off the ( 111) plane along the ( 112) azimuth)
are prepared by chemical etching as described elsewhere.6
The two types of samples both have average terrace lengths
of 19.8 A. The mean numbers of terrace rows are 4.6 and
5.3 for the monohydride- and dihydride-stepped surfaces,
respectively. I2 After preparation, a sample is quickly
mounted in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber purged
with N2. The chamber is pumped down to - lo-’ mbar, as
previously described.13 Experiments are carried out with
the sample at room temperature ( = 300 K) . The scattering
plane in all experiments is perpendicular to the direction of
the step edges.
The samples are considered “clean” as long as peak
widths remain below the laser resolution, and the nonresonant background remains below a few percent of the resonant peak height. A newly prepared sample typically remains clean for several weeks in the vacuum chamber.
Some of the transient results on weak modes of the
dihydride-stepped surface are averages of up to ten data
sets from several days. The excitation in an easily observed
mode (A or C2) is measured immediately before or after
each transient, and is used to scale the transients when
averaging the data from different runs. The transients on A
and C2 with pump and probe on the same mode are also
used for adjusting the zero of the probe delay. The instantaneous SFG response of an evaporated gold filrnlr3 is used
to show that probe delay zero coincides with the steepest
part of the rising edge in those transients. The SFG response of the gold film also provides an IR-visible pulse
cross-correlation measurement of 50 ps FWHM.
III. RESULTS
A. A 9” miscut H/Si(lll)

surface with dihydride

steps

The SFG spectrum of the dihydride-stepped surface
[Fig. 3 (a)] reproduces the earlier measurement’ with a
slightly lower spectral resolution. The spectrum shows
three peaks, which have been previously labeled in IR absorption experiments6 as A, C2, and C3. Peak A is the Si-H
stretching mode of the terrace. Peaks labeled Ci (i= l-3)
correspond to modes localized at the steps. C2 and C3 are
assigned to out-of-phase and in-phase stretching vibrations,
respectively, of the two Si-H oscillators which are labeled
H (2) and H (3 ) in Fig. 1 (a). Quantum chemical calculations have shown that these two oscillators are strongly
coupled by steric interaction, although they are bonded to
different silicon atoms.6’8 The mode C,, which is not seen
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FIG. 3. (a) The SFG spectrum at equilibrium for the 9” miscut
dihydride-stepped surface; (b) the excitation spectrum of mode C, with
probe delay set to 40 ps. Excitation calculated according to Fq. (1)
in the text.

FIG. 4. C, excitation spectra of the dihydride-stepped surface at different
probe delays. The left-hand scale indicates excitation in C, as a function
of the pump IR frequency on the bottom scale. Arrows to the right of
each spectrum indicate the zero of excitation for the left hand scale, and
the probe delay at which the measurement was made on the right
hand scale.

in the SFG spectrum, is assigned to a mode which mostly
involves the Si-H stretching motion of the H ( 1) oscillator;
the quantum chemical calculation shows that H( 1) is vibrationally decoupled from the motion of H(2) and H(3).
These assignments are somewhat counterintuitive, since
one would normally expect the step dihydride oscillators
H( 1) and H( 2) to be coupled to give a symmetric and
asymmetric stretching mode.14 The electronic structure
calculations indicate, however, that the steric interaction
with H(3) on the lower terrace couples H(2) and H( 3),
while decoupling the two dihydride oscillators H( 1) and
H(2), and both IR and Raman measurements are qualitatively consistent with this assignment. This coupling makes
H( 3) part of the step mode and therefore reduces the average number of oscillators in the terrace mode of the
dihydride-stepped surface from 5.3 to 4.3.
Figure 3 (b) shows an excitation spectrum in which the
fractional population of the excited state (1 -r1’2)/2
for
the C2 mode is monitored while scanning the pump IR
beam wavelength with a fixed probe delay of 40 ps. This
two-color experiment measures which pump frequencies
lead to a change in the excited state population of mode C2
40 ps later. The delay of 40 ps is chosen because it is near
the maximum in the transient excitation for all of the
probed modes, given the pump pulse width. The baseline
level between 2110 and 2130 cm-’ represents true zero
excitation in mode C2, confirmed by comparison of the C2
probe signal with and without the pump. Therefore, the
excitation spectrum does not show a nonresonant back-

ground. The frequencies of the peaks labeled A, C,, and C,
agree with those of the corresponding peaks in the SFG
spectrum. The mode C, appears in the excitation spectrum
along with the other three modes because all four modes
are IR active6 and absorb pump energy. A straightforward
interpretation of the excitation spectrum is that within 40
ps, a significant part of this energy is transferred to mode
C2. The appearance of mode C1 is consistent with the argument that its absence in the SFG spectrum is due to a
lack of Raman scattering, rather than a small IR cross
section.g”5
A series of C2 excitation spectra is obtained by setting
the pump delay to different values (Fig. 4). The pumped
frequency region in Fig. 4 is limited to the region of the
modes A, C, , and C2, and, for two of the intermediate
spectra, includes only modes Ci and C2. The arrow to the
right of each spectrum in the figure defines the zero level
for the excitation on the left-hand scale and indicates the
delay at which the spectrum was taken on the right-hand
scale. This figure can be read as the time development of
excitation in C2 as a function of the pump frequency and of
the delay between pump and probe.
The temporal development at a single pump frequency
is obtained by setting the pump to one mode position and
the probe to another, and scanning the probe delay. We
refer to pump mode X-probe mode Y transients as “X- Y.”
Figures 5-7 show the X+ Y transients measured on the
dihydride surface. Several X-+ Y transients were not measured; X-Cl
transients cannot be measured since C, is
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FIG. 5. Excitation transients of the dihydride-stepped surface with the
SFG probe set to the C, mode. The IR pump is set as labeled on each
graph. (Solid points) experimental data; (solid lines) the result of the
kinetic model described in the text (Sec. IV B). Note the different scales
on the y axes.
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FIG. 6. Transients of the dihydride-stepped surface with the SFG probe
set to the A mode. (Solid points) experimental data; (solid lines) results
of the kinetic model; (dashed lines) a transient negative component proportional to the instantaneous excitation in mode C, and attributed to
transient changes in the intermode screening interaction between C, and
A (see the text; Sec. IV C).

sients to probe directly the energy flow from one mode to
another.
B. 9” miscut H/Si(lll)
steps

absent in the SFG spectrum, and the SFG signal of C’s is
weak enough so that only the direct pumping experiment
[Cs-+ Cs (Fig. 7)] gives satisfactory X+Cs transients. The
C3+A transient is also not shown because the excitation
appearing in mode A after pumping mode C’s is less than
the noise level of Q - f 0.002.
Figures 5 (c), 6(a), and 7 show transients in which
pumped and probed modes are identical, giving effective
lifetimes for those modes. The terrace mode A decay is
slower than that of the step modes C, and Cs. Table I gives
the lifetime obtained from a fit of a single exponential decay to the data-480 ps for the A mode, 73 ps for C,, and
56 ps for C, . The terrace mode lifetime is very close to the
previous measurement of 450 PS.~The step mode lifetimes
are shorter than the previous measurements, indicating
that the previous measurements were limited by the time
resolution of the experiment. There is no direct measurement of the lifetime of C, since it cannot be probed directly. The one-color transients can be adequately fit by
single exponentials, despite the clear evidence from the
two-color measurements, analyzed in Sec. IV, that the decays involve multiple energy transfer pathways and thus
are generally superpositions of several exponential decays.
This emphasizes the importance of using two-color tran-

1000

surface with monohydride

The SFG spectrum obtained for the monohydridestepped surface [Fig. 8 (a)] is similar to the one published
earlier,’ again broader due to a lower spectral resolution.
The terrace mode A appears at 2084 cm-‘. No strong
steric interaction couples the step Si-H bonds to the terrace Si-H bonds on this surface, so only two step modes
are observed in IR.6PsThese modes B1 and B2 are assigned
to the asymmetric and symmetric stretching modes of coupled Si-H oscillators on adjacent step-edge silicon atoms
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FIG. 7. A transient of the dihydride-stepped surface with the SFG probe
set to the C, mode. (Solid points) experimental data; (solid line) the
result of the kinetic model.
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TABLE

I. Parameters for the surface with dihydride-terminated

Pump

n, , maximum
excitation*
Probe

A
A

A
C2

0.12

Cl
G

A

0.04

c2

A

c2

CZ

0.01
0.05
0.01
0.11

C3
C3

c2

0.04

c3

0.10

c2

Fit
decay
time (ps)

steps.

Statistical
p, integral
error of
pump
measurementb (ps)
energy’

480
490

+90/-65
+80/-65

520
120

+580/-220
+30/-20
+ 1260/-330
+17/-13
+15/-11
+35/-20

760
73
53
56

0.65
0.75
0.30
0.39
0.20
0.30
0.20
0.25

‘n, is the maximum observed excitation in a transient [see Eq. (I)].
bStatistica1 error was obtained by varying the decay time until the sum of
square errors reached twice the value of the best fit.
‘p adjusts the overall height of the solid line in Figs. 5-7 (from the kinetic
model) (see Sec. IV B and the Appendix).

(see Fig. 1). The step mode B2 at 2089 cm-’ appears in
the SFG spectrum, while the B1 step mode at 2071 cm-’ is
too weak to be seen clearly in the SFG spectrum.
The excitation spectrum, probing the B, mode at 30 ps
probe delay, is shown in Fig. 8 (b) . All modes observed by
IR spectroscopy appear distinctly in this spectrum. The
straightforward interpretation, as with the excitation spectrum of the dihydride surface, is that all modes absorb IR
energy and transfer a significant fraction of it within 30 ps
to the B, mode. The strong appearance of the B, mode in
the excitation spectrum supports the argument that its ab-
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FIG. 8. (a) The SFG spectrum at equilibrium for the 9” miscut
monohydride-stepped surface; (b) the excitation spectrum of mode B,,
with the probe delay set to 30 ps. Excitation is calculated according to Eq.
(1) in the text.
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FIG. 9. Transients of the monohydride-stepped surface with the SFG
probe set to the A mode. The IR pump is set as labeled on each graph.
(Solid points) experimental data; (solid lines) results of the kinetic
model. Note the different scales on the y axis.

sence in the SFG spectrum is due to a weak Raman contribution to the SFG susceptibility in the geometry of the
present experiment.15
The measured transients on the monohydride-stepped
surface are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. The linewidth of
the pump beam is reduced to 2 cm-’ in the transients
A -4, and B, + A to limit the direct pumping of the neighboring mode to less than 2%. The transients with identical
pump and probe frequencies on the modes A and B, in
Figs. 9 (a) and lO( c) show decay times of 600 and 690 ps,
respectively (Table II). These values are smaller than
those obtained in the previous investigation,’ where 820
and 1100 ps, respectively, were measured. The difference
may be due to differences in sample quality (see the discussion in Sec. IV D).
IV. DISCUSSION
The most important conclusion from the two-color
measurements is that transient changes are measured in
most of the measured surface modes whenever a single
mode is pumped. The results argue that all of the modes
are therefore coupled to some degree. This coupling can, in
principle, be due to either energy transfer from one mode
to another, or to instantaneous changes in the spectra of
the probed modes due to anharmonic or dipole interactions
with the pumped mode even in the absence of energy transfer. It is sometimes difficult to distinguish these effects in
transient spectroscopy. We begin the discussion with the
most certain qualitative conclusions regarding energy
transfer on the dihydride-stepped surface (Sec. IV A), and
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FIG. 10. Transients of the monohydride-stepped surface with the SFG
probe set to the B2 mode. (Solid points) experimental data; (solid lines)
results of the kinetic model.

proceed to a kinetic model for that surface based on the
less certain assumption that all spectral transients are due
to energy transfer alone (Sec. IV B) . We discuss the effects
of dipole screening and anharmonic coupling on the kinetic
model in Sec. IV C. The energy flow on the monohydridestepped surface is discussed in Sec. IV D. The dipole
screening effects between terrace and step modes on the
monohydride-stepped surface makes the energy transfer
process less clear than for the dihydride-stepped surface.

TABLE
steps.

II. Parameters for the surface with monohydride-terminated

n, maximum
Pump Probe excitation*

A
A

A
B2

0.18
0.11
0.05

4

A

4

B2

82

A

0.04
0.04

4

4

0.17

B2

B2

. . d

Fit
decay
time (ps)
600
1100
700
550
600
690
280

Statistical
p, integral
error of
pump
energy’
measurementb (ps)
+70/-70
+270/- 160
+140/-130
+ lOO/-80
+130/-100
+90/-80
+55/-45

1.26
0.81
0.36
0.32
0.32
1.00

%, is the maximum observed excitation in a transient [see Eq. (I)].
%atistical error was obtained by varying the decay time until the sum of
square errors reached twice the value of the best fit.
‘p adjusts the overall height of the solid line in Figs. 9 and 10 from the
kinetic model (see Sec. IV D and the Appendix).
dFast component of the B,- B2 transient.

processes

on the

The excitation spectra in Figs. 3(b) and 4 illustrate
that the C, mode is excited when any of the four modes A
through Cs is pumped. The decay time of the C, excitation
depends greatly on which mode is pumped, indicating that
energy flow into (or through) the C, mode is determined
by the lifetimes of the other modes. The single exponential
fits of the various X-+ Y transient curves, listed in Table I,
fall into three groups. First, when A is pumped (A + C,) or
probed (C, -A, C,-+A), the decay time is - 500 ps within
the error limits of the measurements. This value is consistent with the 480 ps lifetime of A in the direct measurement
(A-A)
and is a strong indication that A acts as an energy
reservoir. Energy flows into other modes from A for - 500
ps, and when energy is transferred into A from a short
lifetime mode, it decays with a 500 ps lifetime. Second, the
C,, Cs mode transients (C, + C,, C, + C’s, and C, -+ C’) are
fast with similar decay times of -60 ps, consistent with
strong coupling between these modes. Third, the Ci -+C,
decay time is intermediate ( 120 ps), providing an indirect
probe of the Ci lifetime, which is longer than the other two
C modes.
The C,-+A and C,+A data, showing that the A mode
excitation survives long beyond the short lifetime of the
pumped C modes, confirm that energy is exchanged between the terrace mode (A) and the step modes (Ct-Cs).
Shifts or intensity changes in the A mode due only to
screening or anharmonic coupling with the pumped C
modes can be ruled out since the C modes have relaxed
within 100 ps, while the excitation in A persists for -500
ps. This qualitatively confirms the argument made previously’ that step-terrace energy transfer occurs on these
hydrogen-terminated surfaces. On the other hand, a negative signal spike is seen at short probe delays in both the
C, -+A and C, + A transients. This spike cannot correspond
to energy transfer and is assigned to transient changes in
the mode-mode dipole screening which lasts only as long
as the pumped C modes remain excited. The dipole screening is discussed further in Sec. IV C.
The previous one-color measurements, made with
longer pulses, could not determine unambiguously whether
the step modes all have similar energy decay times, which
would imply strong intermode coupling on the steps.’ The
present measurements indicate that the C, mode is distinct
from the (C,, C’s) modes, both of which have similar dynamics. The quantum chemical calculation of the normal
modes for the dihydride step assign the C, and C, modes to
the out-of-phase and in-phase stretching modes of the
strongly coupled H (2) and H( 3 ) hydrogen&* [Fig. 1 (a)].
The strong coupling between these two modes is consistent
with the generally observed strong coupling between different hydrogen stretching modes involving the same set of
bonds. The same quantum chemical calculation assigns the
C, mode to an isolated stretching mode of the H( 1) hydrogen at the top of the step, involving almost no motion of
the H( 2) and H( 3) hydrogens. It is reasonable, therefore,
that the C, mode lifetime is different than the other two C
modes.
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The distinction between the lifetimes of the C, and the
C’,, C, modes is valid even if the observed transients are not
all due to energy transfer from the pumped modes to the
probed modes. Instantaneous changes in the probed mode
signal due to anharmonic coupling or dipole screening
from the pumped mode must still decay in approximately
the excitation lifetime of the pumped mode. Somewhat different conclusions about the energy flow are reached depending on whether or not the transients involve, e.g., anharmonic shifts, but the basic argument about relative
lifetimes does not change. Independent of the nature of the
coupling, the C, and C, modes have similar lifetimes -60
ps, the C, mode has a lifetime approximately twice as long
( - 120 ps), and both are substantially shorter than the A
mode lifetime of -480 ps.
B. Kinetic model of the dihydride-stepped

surface

The energy flow pathways of the Si-H stretching
modes can be described with a linear kinetic model. The
intermode couplings, as well as the individual mode relaxation rates, can be obtained by assuming that all transients
are due to energy transfer [with the exception of the early
time negative spikes in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c)], and that the
observed excitation, calculated for the transients in Figs.
5-7 by Eq. ( 1 ), is a direct measure of the population of the
excited state for the probed mode. The rate of change of
energy in mode i can then be written

f [rli(t)l=-Cii77i+

,&Cij[~j~~~~~At~]*

(2)

where qi=nl (mode i) is the excitation of mode i, Cij is the
coupling constant between modes i and j, and cii is the
coupling of mode i to the substrate. The solution for the
excitation as a function of time in a pump j, probe i experiment is outlined in the Appendix. With C defined as the
matrix of coupling coefficients, we can define the elements
dkk of the diagonal matrix D as the eigenvalues of C, and
the rows of a matrix U as the eigenvectors of C. Then the
solution is
qi( t) = 2 ewdkk’UkiUkjPj9 t)O.
k

(3)

Here, pi is the integral excitation in the pumped mode; it is
the maximum excitation which would be observed in mode
j in the absence of decay channels (all cij = 0 ) . The solution
is a sum of exponential decays, each with a magnitude
determined by the factor t(ki’ ukj. The solution is convoluted with the instrumental time resolution for finite pump
and probe pulse lengths.
The density of states for the terrace mode is 4.3 times
larger than for each of the step modes because of the ratio
of oscillators per mode on the terrace vs on the step. The
approximately four or five rows of StH oscillators of the
terrace are coupled by dipole coupling and form a set of
normal modes with various phase relations both across and
along the terrace. Only the in-phase mode across the terrace (and k =0 along the terrace) has an observable dynamic dipole moment. The problem is essentially identical
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FIG. 11. The kinetic model for energy flow on the dihydride-stepped
surface with a 9” miscut. The area of the plates corresponds to the multiplicity of the modes (assumed to be 5 for the terrace A mode, 1 for the
others). The cross section of the connecting lines is roughly proportional
to the intermode energy coupling constants, whose reciprocal value is
printed at each line.

to calculation of the normal modes of finite domains on the
H/Si( 111) surface.‘6 The kinetic model therefore assumes
five normal modes (each would have dispersion in k along
the terrace) representing the various phase relationships
across the terrace, only one of which is pumped and
probed. By explicitly breaking the terrace oscillators into
an observable A mode and four other modes, we retain the
symmetry Cij=Cji in Eq. (2). We choose the coupling
among the terrace modes to be equal to the terrace mode
dephasini time of 10 ps. We also assume that a given step
mode is coupled identically to the five terrace modes. This
is not a restriction because the terrace mode equilibration
is fast.
The kinetic model is used to establish which pathways
of energy transfer are consistent with the data. Therefore,
the coupling parameters Cij are varied until a qualitative fit
to the measured transients is obtained. For each transient
curve, the integral absorbed pump pi is used to adjust the
height of the fitting function in order to match the data.
One test of the result is that the pi values should roughly
agree for different experiments in which the same mode is
pumped.
The kinetic model which gave the best qualitative description of the data is shown in Fig. 11. The resulting
kinetic curves are shown as solid lines in Figs. 5-7. The
integral absorbed pump enirgies pi used to match the magnitude of the transients are listed in Table I. The fit of the
experimental data with this simple model is reasonably
good, as shown by the solid lines in Figs. 5-7, and indicates
that such a model is in general consistent with the data. It
is not, however, unique and depends on the assumption
that the observed kinetics are in fact due entirely to energy
transfer. The most important qualitative feature of the
model, which we believe must be true of any successful
kinetic scheme, is that the terrace modes are coupled to the
step modes with rate constants of - (500 ps) -l, in order to
account for the shortened lifetime of the terrace mode, as
well as the observed flow of energy from excited step oscillators into the terrace. Other features which will gener-
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ally be true in any successful kinetic scheme include the
strong intermode coupling of the Cz and C’s step modes to
account for the large excitation transfer in the C, -+ C, transient and the strong coupling of these modes to the substrate because they show a fast relaxation time. In addition,
the C, mode must be more weakly coupled to the C, and
Cs modes, and shows a weaker coupling to the substrate
since it has a longer decay time in the C,+Cz transient.
While these qualitative features must be retained, the actual coupling values in Fig. 11 are of course dependent on
details of the model and we discuss some of the uncertainties below.
Two notable features of the kinetic model are determined by the particularly fast rise time and signal strength
of the transient A + Cz. These include the fact that only C,
is coupled directly to A and that the drain of A to the
substrate is slower than 1000 ps. In order to couple A and
C, as strongly as possible but maintain the long decay of A,
the coupling of A to C, and Cs had to be small. These
coupling constants are simply dropped in the resulting
model. The intrinsic drain time of mode A also had to be
lengthened to 1400 ps. This lifetime was originally believed
to be close to 950 ps because it should be equal to the
well-established lifetime of mode A on the flat Si ( 111) surface.5’9 However, an alternative explanation of the data
may be that the A+C, transient is affected by an instantaneous dipole coupling artifact, to be discussed in Sec.
IV C and that the actual A-C, coupling is weaker. Then
the overall coupling of the terrace modes to the steps could
be somewhat smaller, perhaps as low as (550 IJs)-‘, and
could be distributed among both of the spectrally close C,
and C, modes. (The proposed Forster dipole coupling, discussed below, would be very inefficient between spectrally
separate A and C, modes, and this coupling has been assumed to be very small in any case.) The intrinsic decay
time of the terrace would then be closer the flat surface
value of 950 ps.
Other effects of modifying the strong A-C, coupling
would also occur. Because of the strong A-C, coupling,
combined with the relatively long A mode lifetime, the
present model attempts to remove the necessary strong C,,
Cs-substrate coupling by one step from the A mode, so that
C, is coupled weakly and C, is coupled much more
strongly to the substrate. If the A-C, coupling were in fact
weaker, this asymmetry could be reduced, so that both C,
and C, could be coupled relatively strongly to the substrate. The coupling of C, to the C,, C’s modes is not subject to severe restrictions as long as the overall decay of the
C, mode is retained by adjusting the Cl-substrate coupling.
The integral excitation p values used for the fits in Figs.
5-7 are shown in Table I. The two values obtained for each
pumped mode agree within 50%. This variation is at least
due partly to experimental variations (laser pump energy,
spatial beam overlap, etc.). The p values for the modes
A/C,/C,/C,
can be approximated as l/0.5/0.3/0.3.
Assuming that the beams are incident in the step-up ( ( 112) )
direction and making use of the screened dipole moments
of the modes obtained from polarized IR spectroscopy,‘7
we calculate for the relative IR cross section in our exter-

nal scattering geometry l/0.5/0.3/0.1.
Except for the C‘s
mode, the excitation ratios therefore agree with the expected excitation. Step-down scattering gives l/0.04/
0.8/l, which does not agree well with the values obtained
from the model. We take the experimental results as evidence that the scattering was in fact carried out in the
step-up direction.i8
The terrace-to-step transfer rate of (450 ps) - ’ for each
terrace mode, which is derived from our kinetic model that
takes into account energy transfer in both directions, is
somewhat larger than the value of (750 ps) -i obtained’ by
neglecting back transfer from the step to the terrace. As
noted above, the present rate may actually be as low as
( 550 ps) - ‘. In any case, the terrace-to-step energy transfer
accounts for approximately l/2 to 2/3 of the energy flow
from the terrace normal modes.
A terrace-to-step transfer rate in the range of (450-550
psr’ is consistent with the previous’ estimate of (500-600
PC’ based on Forster energy transfer from the Si-H oscillators of the terrace to those of the step, calculated using
the known geometries, line positions, and transition dipole
moments of the Si-H modes. That calculation assumed
that pairwise, uncorrelated interactions among individual
Si-H oscillators transferred energy from an excited mode
to other modes on the surface. The assumption of uncorrelated single oscillators is rationalized on the basis that
the transfer time ( -500 ps) is much longer than the
dephasing time of the modes ( 10 ps at 300 K). The present
result therefore confirms that dipole coupling is the most
probable mechanism for terrace-step energy transfer, and
illustrates the substantial effect of the Si-H dynamic dipole
moment on the dynamics of the overlayer. The strong dipole coupling, however, raises issues of mode delocalization and screening effects on the surface, which we discuss
in the next section.
C. Dynamic screening in the transients
dihydride-stepped
surface

of the

The kinetic model assumed that the normal modes of
the surface are localized to either step or terrace. However,
the energy transfer between terrace and step is attributed to
dipole-dipole coupling, and this coupling should be included in the calculation of the surface normal modes. The
coupling tends to extend the vibrational motion associated
with each normal mode to adjacent oscillators. We have
out normal
carried
mode calculations
for the
monohydride- and dihydride-stepped surfaces. Details of
the calculation will be presented elsewhere.” On the
dihydride-stepped surface, using the step normal modes
from the quantum chemical calculations7’8’20 and including
dipole coupling between terrace and step, we find that the
overlap is mostly between the terrace and C,; -5% of the
energy of the terrace mode is on H( 1) and - 7% of the
energy of C, is on the terrace. The C, and C’smodes remain
essentially localized.
Although the normal mode calculation is approximate,
neglecting higher order multipole effects and changes in
the substrate electronic screening near steps, it shows qualitatively that the modes remain localized to steps or ter-
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races on the dihydride-stepped surface. This supports a
picture of energy transfer from one localized species to
another and therefore indirectly supports the argument
that dipole coupling determines the step-terrace energy
flow. This is hecause the alternative mechanism of anharmanic coupling between step and terrace is probably unimportant in the dynamics for localized modes since the
cross anharmonicity must be small for Si-H oscillators separated by at least two silicon atoms.
The extent of delocalization on the dihydride-stepped
surface is not, however, completely negligible. Intensity
borrowing will occur between step and terrace oscillators
due to dynamic dipole screening, a spectroscopic manifestation of the - 5% mode delocalization. Transient changes
in the screening are expected to occur upon excitation of
any mode involved in the interaction. This is because the
interaction is proportional to the dynamic dipole moments
of the two interacting modes and the effective dynamic
dipole moment changes upon excitation.19*2’ The negative
spikes at early time in the Cl-A and C,-A transients in
Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) are assigned to this effect, consistent
with the fact that they last only as long as the C mode
excitation. The effect should be reversed in the A + C2 transient (positive excitation in C,), since oscillator strength is
preserved in the interaction.21 We estimate that -30% of
the observed excitation in the A --t C2 transient may be due
to a transient change in the screening.” Since that component is instantaneous, it may explain the initial fast rise of
the data above the line from the kinetic model. It also
suggests that in attempting to fit the A-C” data without
correcting for the intensity borrowing, we overemphasize
the A-C, interaction.
Finally, we note that the clear separation of the step
and terrace modes does not hold for the intermode coupling among the step modes. Strong intermode anharmonic
interactions cannot be ruled out for these modes. We are
encouraged by the ability to fit the entire set of kinetic data
by a single kinetic model, and we emphasize that essential
conclusions regarding differences in step mode lifetime are
valid even if anharmonic coupling is present.
D. Interpretation
surface kinetics

of the monohydride-stepped

The dynamics of the Si-H stretching modes on the
monohydride-stepped surface are different from the dynamics on the dihydride surface. All transients show decay
times of 600 ps or more (Table II). The step modes do not
show a fast relaxation, and the terrace mode lifetime is not
shortened to the same extent as on the dihydride-stepped
surface. This agrees with previous measurements,’ although the present transient measurements tend to be
somewhat ( - 30%) faster than those measured previously. One exception is the A-+ B, transient lifetime of
- 1100 ps, which is similar to the decay times observed
before.
The fast rise times and large excitation levels that are
observed on the monohydride-stepped surface, even when
the probed mode is different than the pumped mode, indicate that intermode energy transfer is rapid. This suggests
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a simple picture of fast equilibration ( < 100 ps) among all
three adsorbate modes followed by a collective slow decay.
However, under this assumption, we would expect to observe the same decay times for all transients. The fact that
different decay times are observed (Table II) is either due
to experimental uncertainties in the lifetimes, with A- B2
particularly spurious, or is an indication that such a simple
model cannot hold up. From a set of measurements of the
transient A-A on the dihydride-stepped surface taken on
different days, we found that the uncertainty of the decay
time in the measurements is probably larger than the statistical error from a single decay. These large fluctuations
are only observed in transients with a slow decay and may
arise from defect or step distributions that are inhomogeneous on a macroscopic scale. On the monohydridestepped surface, it is not always possible to eliminate
dihydride-terminated
kinks’ that might act as energy
drains just as they do on the fully dihydride-stepped surface. Variations in their local density might contribute to
variations in the otherwise slow decay of the monohydridestepped surface.
An additional complication in the dynamics of the
monohydride-stepped surface arises from the normal mode
calculation, which predicts substantial delocalization due
to dipole coupling. The terrace A mode and the step B2
mode are only separated by 5 cm-‘, so the dipole interaction between them is strong. The normal mode calculation
indicates that 37% of the energy in the A “terrace” mode
is located on the two step oscillators and 44% of the energy
of the B, mode is on the terrace oscillators.” The B, mode
is more weakly interacting, with 2% of its energy on the
terrace oscillators. This overlap of terrace and step modes
is consistent with fast energy transfer, but it can also create
large transient spectral changes due to excitation-induced
changes in the dipole screening. In addition, there may be
strong anharmonic interactions since the modes involve a
common set of Si-H oscillators. These effects may also
change the nature of the intermode energy transfer, since
the modes need not couple by spatial dipole energy transfer.
An application of the linear kinetic model to the
monohydride-stepped surface indicates additional problems in assuming that the kinetics result simply from energy transfer dynamics. For instance, in order to fit the
transients (Figs. 9 and lo), we attempted to use the obvious scheme in which all three modes equilibrate rapidly
and then relax together to the substrate. The effective decay time of the whole system determines the total coupling
to the substrate, which can be partitioned arbitrarily
among the three modes. The initial rapid decay of the
B2+ B, transient can be assigned to the initial fast energy
flow from the pumped B, mode into the other modes. This
initial decay component then sets an upper limit on the rate
of the intermode equilibration since a very large rate would
lead to instantaneous equilibration even during the pumping process. For instance, the absence of such an initial fast
decay in the A + A transient on both the monohydride- and
dihydride-stepped surfaces is due to the very fast energy
equilibration among the five terrace modes assumed to oc-
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TABLE III.. Kinetic model parameters for the monohydride-stepped surface.
Coupling between modes

A and substrate
B, and substrate
B2 and substrate
A and B,
A and B,
8, and B,
Among terrace modes

Inverse rate constant (ps)
loo0
400
400
30
30
30
12

cur in the terrace dephasing time of - 10 ps. The initial fast
decay of the B2 + B, transient is fitted under the arbitrary
assumption that the modes A, B1, and B, are coupled by
equal rate constants.
The inverse rate constants used for the fits are shown
in Table III, while the integrated pump energy values p are
shown in Table II, and the solid lines in Figs. 9 and 10
illustrate the resulting dynamics. The wide scatter in the p
values indicates one problem with the model. There is a
ratio of 1:3 in the best fit integral pump energies between
B2+A and B2-+ B,. Although this difference might be accounted for by introducing a large dipole screening interaction among the normal modes, this effect itself invalidates the assumption that the transients are primarily a
quantitative measure of energy flow. We conclude that a
simple model which assumes that the transients are only
due to energy transfer, and that fast energy equilibration
occurs, does not describe the data adequately.
To summarize, pumping any Si-H stretching mode on
the monohydride-stepped surface causes signal changes in
other observable modes which are as large as those in the
pumped mode itself. This behavior contrasts with the
range of coupling strengths observed on the dihydridestepped surface and is interpreted as evidence of strong
dipole-dipole coupling among the Si-H stretching modes
of the surface. The strong coupling probably creates modes
that are not localized to step and terrace, but involve different motions of the entire set of Si-H bonds. The modes
may have strong screening interactions and strong anharmanic interactions. Together with experimental uncertainties due to sample variation, the strong coupling between
Si-H oscillators makes kinetic interpretation difficult on
the monohydride-stepped surface.

ergy transfer times for modes on the steps. The terracestep energy transfer is a very important relaxation channel,
accounting for -2/3 of the energy decay of the terrace.
The step modes, while all decaying faster than the terrace,
fall into two groups, with the C2 and Cs modes decaying in
60 ps and the more weakly coupled C, mode decaying in
120 ps. The separation of the step dynamics is consistent
with quantum chemical calculations that indicate a separation of the C1 mode from the other two. The step-terrace
transfer time is consistent with the previous suggestion that
terracestep energy transfer is mediated by dipole-dipole
coupling. A normal mode calculation confirms that the
step and terrace modes remain localized despite the dipole
coupling and supports the argument that step-terrace energy flow is due to spatial energy flow on the dihydridestepped surface. The small amount of delocalization does
lead to screening effects that cause some uncertainty in
levels of excitation transferred, and uncertainty in the early
time dynamics.
The normal mode calculation for the monohydridestepped surface indicates that step and terrace modes interact strongly enough by dipole coupling so that they are
no longer localized to step and terrace. The observed transients confirm the strong coupling, but detailed kinetic interpretation is complicated by the lack of separation of
modes. The strong dipole coupling is predicted to lead to
transient changes in dipole screening interactions, as well
as anharmonic effects, may contribute to the observed experimental transients. Although the detailed mechanism of
energy transfer is not determined precisely on the
monohydride-stepped surface, all of these interactions are
predicted to lead to fast equilibration among all adsorbate
modes. Despite this fast equilibration, the modes all show
a relatively slow collective decay, consistent with the argument that the monohydride-step modes do not act as energy drains because of a long intrinsic lifetime.
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APPENDIX: A LINEAR MODEL FOR THE ENERGY
FLOW KINETICS
We wish to solve the equation

V. CONCLUSION
Energy transfer between vibrational adsorbate modes
is investigated by a two-color IR-pump and SS;G-probe
experiment on two vicinal H/Si( 111) surfaces with the
same step density. The lifetime measurements on the
dihydride-stepped surface reveal a significant transfer of
energy between step and terrace. The two-color pump and
probe scheme also allows the investigation of two modes
that are not observed in SFG since they absorb IR energy
and transfer a significant part of it to a mode that is observed in SFG. A linear kinetic model is applied to obtain
both step-terrace energy transfer times and intermode en-

where the cij’S are symmetric with regard to interchange of
indices because of energy conservation. We give a short
derivation of the solution using matrix diagonalization.
Other methods can be used.22
If we define a vector IJ which contains the excitation of
mode i as its ith component, we can write Eq. (Al ) as
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where the elements of the matrix C are cjj . The solution is
v(t) =e-%(O),

(A3)

where the exponential function of the matrix is defined by
the power expansion of the exponential function using matrix multiplications and additions. The matrix C can be
written in terms of a diagonal matrix D consisting of C’s
eigenvalues and a matrix U consisting of C’s eigenvectors
in its rows
C=U-‘DU.

(A4)

Since C is symmetric, D is real. Substituting for C in Eq.
(A3) and recognizing that in any power of C,
C”=U-‘D”U

(A5)

,

and that an exponential of the diagonal matrix D is itself a
diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements exp( -dkk), we
obtain the solution

qi(t) = C eddkk’Uki
C [“kj71j(o) 119
k

i

where dkk and tlki are elements of the matrices D and U,
respectively, and use has been made of the relation U-’
=U’, since C is real and symmetric. In the two-color experiment that we want to model, one mode is pumped at
t = 0 and thus the sum over j reduces to one element rlj (0)
‘Pi, where Pi is the integrated number of excitations produced by the pump pulse, proportional to the total pump
energy absorbed by mode j. Since the intermode transfer
rates are in some cases close to the pumping rate, the actual maximum excitation observed in the experiment is
sometimes much less than Pi. The excitation in i due to
pumping j becomes Eq. (3) of Sec. IV B.
The solution has the properties ( 1) for N coupled
modes, the solution is a sum of N exponentials; (2) the
excitation in mode i is proportional to the energy pumped
into mode j (linear response); (3) the excitation of mode i
after pumping mode j [namely Bj-i(t)]
is proportional to
the result obtained for the reversed experiment [?li,j(t)].
The two experiments give identical results when the same
pump intensity is achieved in both modes. The integral
pump excitation Pj depends on both the intensity of the
pump beam and the absorption cross section of the mode.
The observed excitation for a finite pulse length is a convolution of Eq. (3) of Sec. IV B with the pulse shape. Due
to the coupling between modes, the maximum excitation
observed in mode j is smaller than pj. An extreme example
is the A mode whose equilibration with the other four terrace modes is fast compared to the pump pulse length.16 In
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this case, an amount of p,=O.65 pumped into A, which
would saturate that mode if the pump pulse were very
short, leads to a maximum excitation in A of only ( vA) max
=O. 12, not approaching complete saturation (71= 0.5 ) at
any time during the pump pulse.
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